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1. Introduction: a policy package to improve mobility

• Transport and mobility have huge benefits to society

• However, they cause large negative side-effects (externalities)
• Congestion

• Accident risks

• Pollution

• Noise

• Road damage



Towards an efficient, equitable and durable mobility
policy: pricing measures

• Some form of ‘road pricing’ that differentiates according to space and 
time: 
• Road pricing on major routes

• Cordon charges in cities

• Differentiated parking charges

• Use the revenues of the system to gain public support and increase equity

• Revise the favorable fiscal treatment of company cars

• Revise the tax structure on different types of fuels (diesel versus 
gasoline)

• Revise the fare structure of public transport



Towards an efficient, equitable and durable mobility
policy: investment and regulation

• Investment in alternatives for car use: efficient public transport, 
biking paths, …

• Specific investments in the road network

• Emission regulation

• Safety regulation

• Stimulating telecommuting

• General agreement among economists that without some form of 
road pricing the mobility problem will not be resolved



Questions

• How does a reform of the fiscal treatment of company cars and/or 
the shift towards a “mobility budget” fit within this policy package

• Is the shift from company cars to a mobility budget part of the
solution to congestion and other undesirable side effects of 
transport?



Overview of the talk

• Introduction: a general policy package to improve mobility issues

• Company cars as fringe benefit on the labour market

• Road pricing and company cars: transport policy and the labour
market  

• Effects of inappropriate tax treatment of company cars

• Is the Mobility Budget the solution?

• Conclusions



2. Company cars as fringe benefits

• Why do firms give fringe benefits?

• Optimal taxation of fringe benefits

• Why do governments ‘subsidize’ company cars? 



Why do employers offer company cars?

• Productivity effect in some cases

• Firms can give them at lower cost than workers would pay in the
market

• Motivate workers?

• Tax system favors fringe benefits over wages
• Cost of providing fringe lower than providing equivalent wage increase

• Benefit for worker higher than equivalent gross wage increase

• Both firm and worker better off



Why do firms (say they) give company cars? 
(Promoco (2011))



Optimal taxation of fringe benefits

• Imputed value used for tax purposes should equal the ‘net cost’ of 
providing the fringe benefit to the firm

• ‘Net cost’ to the firm is the marginal cost minus the marginal
productivity effect 

• Underlying idea: the compensatory component should be taxed, 
productive element should not be taxed
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Implications

• Limit tax advantage to company cars needed for
executing tasks (representatives, etc.)

• Eliminate tax advantages for other company cars

• Eliminate tax advantages for “luxury” cars



Why do governments ‘subsidize’ company 
cars?

•Response to high and progressive labor taxes

•As an instrument to subsidize commuting?

•Response to lobbying by car industry?



3. Company cars, transport policy and the labour market: 
optimal taxation of the labour and transport markets

• Transport and labour markets are connected via commuting

• The origin of company car subsidies lies partly in the high labour tax

• Consider taxes on labour, commuting by car, public transport use, 
provision of company cars
• Bargaining setting between employers and employees

• Optimal taxation



Company cars in an optimal tax system of labour and 
transport markets

• An ‘optimal’ tax policy consists of
– Reduction in labour taxes

– Congestion charges

– Optimal tax treatment of company cars: only productive element is tax-exempt

• Application to Belgian data: main effects
– Company cars disappear, except when they are productive

– Congestion declines (average speed up by more than 30%)

– Increase in the use of public transport

• The current implicit subsidies for company cars
– Require very high congestion charges

– Justify free public transport



Some numerical results for Belgium (De 
Borger-Wuyts (2011))



Implications

• Ideally, road pricing and the fiscal reform of company car taxes should
be accompanied by a reduction of labor taxes

• In an optimal tax system there is no conflict between introducing road
pricing and reforming the fiscal treatment of company cars

• Introducing road pricing would in itself reduce the number of 
company cars
• Effects depend on who pays the congestion charges



4. Implications of subsidizing company cars

• Indicators of the size of the subsidy
• Who receives a company car?
• Effects of subsidizing company cars

• Information based on 
• PROMOCO
• Copenhagen Economics
• Harding (OECD)
• Belgian Planning Bureau
• KPMG
• pwc
• De Borger and Wuyts



Size of the implicit subsidy (Copenhagen Economics 
(2010))



Estimated implicit tax losses by government
(Harding (OECD)) 

• Calculated as:



Lost implicit revenue



Lost tax revenue per company car



Who gets a company car in Belgium?

• Sample size about 65000 

• About 20.9% have a company car, 79.1% do not

• Information on relations between
• Wages

• Company cars: incidence and type of car

• Commuting distances

• Position in the firm

• Information on sector characterisics, private versus public sector, etc.



Company cars and position in firm

Yes (%) No (%)

Top 

management

55.1 44.9

Middle 

management

39.4 60.6

Professional 25.3 74.7

Lower staff 9.6 90.4

Administrative 2.8 97.2

total 20.9 79.1



Company cars and wages

Yes No

Mean gross 

wage 

(euro/month)

3773 2503

Median gross 

wage 

(euro/month)

3421 2278



Company cars and commuting distance

Yes No

Mean distance 36,34 22,87

Median 

distance

27,34 15,20



Commuting distance, position in firm and % company cars

Distance Top Mgmt Middle 

Mgmt

Profess. Staff Admin.

0-10 42 28 18 5 2

10-20 52 34 20 8 3

20-30 58 41 27 9 3

30-40 61 42 29 13 4

>40 69 51 35 22 5



Implications of subsidies to company cars

• Increase in the car stock; shift towards better ‘quality’ 
(size, engine power, extras, etc.)

• More intensive use than private cars
• Increase in kilometres, increase in congestion
• Accidents up
• Pollution up, not down

• Large budgetary cost
• Direct loss of tax revenues is large
• High cost of funds implies welfare cost even much higher

• Long-run effects on location of firms and households
largely unknown

• Welfare effects are large



Effect on the EU car stock: more and better cars
(source Copenhagen Economics (2010))



Mode used for commuting (Promoco (2011))



Mileage distribution (Promoco (2011))



Behavioral effects Belgium (Laine and Van 
Steenbergen FPB 2016)

Impact

Engine size - biggest car in a household + 5 %

Probability number of cars owned by a household is greater than one + 24 pp

Value of the most valuable car owned by a household + 62 %

Probability of using a car for commuting + 16 pp

Weekly kilometres driven for commuting + 58.2 km

Daily kilometres driven for other, private purposes + 8.2 km



Effects on fuel use and emissions (Copenhagen 
Economics (2010))



Effect on external costs (Harding, OECD) 



Overall ‘welfare’ cost at EU-level

• Welfare cost due to increased car stock, changes in 
composition of the stock and extra fuel use (ignoring
congestion and the cost of funds) 
– Between 15 and 40 billion euro per year (average 0,3% GDP)

– Between 800 and 2200 euro per company car per year



Welfare effects Belgium (Planning Bureau)
Euro per car M euro total Total in % GDP

Excessive value of cars 396 152 0.04%

Excessive commuting 
kilometres by car

119 46 0.01%

Excessive kilometres for other 
purposes

128 49 0.01%

External costs: congestion 1 637 628 0.16%

External costs: air pollution 81 31 0.01%

Total 2 325 905 0.23%



5. Towards a Mobility Budget: a good idea?

• Proposal Jef V.D. Bergh (CD&V, 2013)
• For company car receivers, level at the annual current cost of the company car, 

possibility of increasing the available budget by giving up other benefits

• Purpose
• Sustainable mobility
• Introduce more choice opportunities
• Stimulate the use of other modes

• After initial proposal, much discussion about the precise format 
• For all, or only for those receiving a company car?
• What budgetary level (budgetary neutral at individual level)?
• What can it be used for (bike, company car, own car, rail, wage, vacation)?

• Adapted proposals Groen, VLD, etc.



Experiences with a mobility budget

• Belgacom group
• Within package of other measures (free PT, etc.)
• Choose cheaper or no cc (salary raise, no more parking but 900 euro)
• 527/1519 people participate (cc and MB; giving up parking is sensitive)

• Siemens
• At time of new lease contract option to select cheaper car in return for alternative mobility

options (electric bike, PT)
• Few participants: 10/250 (only those with very expensive cars)

• ‘Mobility works’: BBL, Mobiel 21, Mobimix etc.
• 5 firms, 55 employees
• 3-6 months
• 80% car users before experiment, during and after 50%
• 70% down to 39% everyday car users
• Problem: no trade off but 150 extra budget, summer period, ‘biased’ information sessions



Implementation april 2017

• Possibility to choose MB in money instead of company car

• MB recieved taxed at less than extra wage

• Net mobility budget can be between 300-600 euro per month
depending on the type of company car

• A good idea?
• Some doubts about the mobility effects, see below
• Mobility and commuting continue to be subsidized
• Lower taxes on mobility budget may induce firms to prefer higher mobility

budgets over higher wages
• Distributive/fairness considerations: people without company car receive

nothing



Estimated effects (Zijstra (2016))

• Purpose of the analysis
• Does MB induce people to replace company car? 

• Does it lead to choosing cleaner cars? 

• Is there more multimodal use?

• Sample of 817 employees and 13022 choices from large number of firms.

• Choices compare 2 MB’s of same total budget (they differ in terms of type 
of cc, bike, public transport, extra days off, wage increase)

• Budget differs between people, reflecting current value of company car

• Mixture amounts discrete choice experiments



Results

• Latent class Bayesian multinomial logit model 

• Two latent classes are distinguished, random parameters to capture
further heterogeneity within each class

• Class I (65% of participants): always opt for keeping company car

• Class II (35% of participants): willing to give up company car, mainly in 
return for extra money, a bike and/or vacation



Conclusions

• Disappointing results

• Majority sticks to company car

• Many opt for extra holidays and financial bonus

• Only bike/company car is slightly popular (5%) of all multimodal transport 
options

• Choices depend on family situation, distance from work, but the relation is 
rather weak.



Overall conclusion
• A system of road pricing is badly needed

• Revising the fiscal treatment of company cars is badly needed

• There is no conflict between road pricing and less favorable fiscal
treatment of company cars

• The planned introduction of the mobility budget:
• Small step in right direction?

• Not be the solution in the long run
• Many will stick to company car

• Mobility continues to be subsidized

• The proposed mobility budget is not a substitute for the introduction
of road pricing 



Thanks for your
attention!


